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Abstract
Eddy current techniques are used widely for the detection of surface breaking cracks in metal
samples and the detection of such defects on metals with low electrical conductivity is challenging.
For good sensitivity to small surface cracks, the electromagnetic skin-depth of the eddy current needs
to be small, which often means operating at MHz frequencies. One of the major challenges in high
frequency eddy current testing is that the capacitance of the cable between the instrument electronics
and the sensor head becomes significant in the MHz range, making the system unstable and
introducing noise into the system as the cable moves and electrically interacts with objects close to it.
There are significant benefits to locating the electrical circuitry directly behind the eddy current sensor
coils, reducing issues with cable induced electrical noise, enabling one to detect smaller defects at
earlier stages of growth. Materials such as nickel based super-alloys, titanium, austenitic steel and
carbon fibre composites are often used in safety critical applications, where the ability to detect
surface cracks at the earliest possible stage is vital. Examples are presented that show detection of
small defects on a range of challenging materials at eddy current frequencies to over 15 MHz.

Introduction
Industry has consistently highlighted the need for improved eddy current and electromagnetic testing
capabilities [1], and the ability to detect small surface breaking defects in safety critical applications
such as in jet engine components is extremely important for safety but also potentially for cost savings
in asset management. One can increase the sensitivity to small surface defects by reducing the depth
to which eddy currents flow in the sample surface. This electromagnetic skin depth for an
electromagnetic plane wave is often defined by the equation given below
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where  is the electrical conductivity of the sample,  is the magnetic permeability of the sample and
is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave from the eddy current coil. It is worth noting that this
equation is a simplification and approximation for a plane wave up to MHz frequencies [2]. The
electromagnetic field from an eddy current coil is not a plane wave and there has been a large body of
work that explains and describes how eddy currents are distributed from realistic shaped coils, where
the geometry of a coil has a significant influence on the depth to which induced or eddy currents flow
in the sample [3]. The simplified equation above though, does give us some insight for some
considerations that we need to make, and an estimate of the depth to which an eddy current would
flow for a given sample and frequency.
Metal components with high electrical conductivity such as aluminium, or high magnetic permeability
tend to have relatively electromagnetic small skin depths at MHz frequencies, and using equation (1)
above, at 1 MHz we would obtain skindepths of 83 m and 650 m, in aluminium and a titanium alloy
(Ti-6Al-4V) respectively . Approximately 63% of the total eddy current in the sample is confined to
within one skindepth, and at one skindepth deep the current lags the current at the surface by 57˚.
The current contained within a depth of two skindepths into the sample is approximately 86% of the
total eddy current, and at two skindepths deep, the current lags the current at the surface by 115˚.
These values will of course change for more realistic, non-planar electromagnetic waves from coils,
but an important point to convey here is that both the amplitude and phase of the eddy current vary
with depth, and the simplified diagrams of eddy currents acting at or under the surface do not fully
capture the complexity of the situation. Also note that in order to obtain good sensitivity to surface

defects, one requires the skindepth to be comparable to or smaller than the target defect depth, so
using the plane wave assumption, one might make a crude estimate that for good sensitivity to a
defect of 200 m deep in Ti-6Al-4V, one might aim to operate at an eddy current frequency of 10 MHz
or higher.
In most scientific or Non Destructive Testing (NDT) instrumentation, coaxial cables are used to
connect various components together, as they have a consistent electrical impedance and built in
electromagnetic screening through their design. At MHz frequencies, one cannot neglect the
capacitance or inductance of these cables, which can capacitively or inductively couple to other
objects that are close to them. Small changes in the combined electrical properties of a cable
connected to an eddy current coil can arise from changes in the layout of the cable, even when the
coupling between the coil and sample is unchanged. We have demonstrated that this can be greatly
reduced by building some of the key electrical circuitry directly behind the eddy current coils in a two
coil system, dramatically boosting sensor sensitivity and practicality.
Removing the need for a long cable between the eddy current coil and its current source greatly
improve signal:noise for high frequency eddy current measurements. Taking care to engineer the
sensor delivery will in itself provide a useable, high frequency eddy current probe prototype.
Demonstrating the potential for this approach to improve measurement sensitivity and reliability will
provide a platform for further research in this area, extending the work into eddy current arrays,
scanning near resonance and replacing the Howland current source with alternative drive circuits,
including differential coil type measurements. Removing the long cable between the electronics and
the coil will give greater freedom on coil design, as coils with low inductance are very difficult to
operate with good signal:noise when the electrical impedance of the relatively long cable dominates
the impedance of the coil.
High frequency eddy current testing reduces the electromagnetic skin-depth and thus the depth being
effectively probed by eddy currents, giving higher sensitivity to shallower surface defects. In addition
to improved measurement resolution, this enables detection of defects at a much earlier stage of
growth. Target defects include fatigue cracks, stress corrosion cracking or even inclusions that may
effectively present themselves as surface breaking cracks. The ability to improve early stage
detection and increase sensitivity to smaller defects is a key industrial requirement that fits in with the
strategic priorities of industry [1]. In industrial use, eddy current sensor stand-off is likely to vary, but if
care is taken this can be controlled to a large extent, but cannot be completely avoided. Strategies
exist for measuring and hence compensating for stand-off by using a measurement of coil inductance
for example [4], but this paper will focus on the performance of the high frequency eddy current
sensor in well controlled conditions.

Methodology
We have designed and built a miniature Howland Current Source (HCS) that is capable of driving a
coil, and that is located on a non-conducting housing and former that also holds the eddy current
sensor coils. In our proof of concept sensor, there are two air cored solenoid coils of 200 turns of
0.08 mm diameter wire, with an overall coil size of length 4mm, outer diameter 1.5 mm and inside
diameter 0.75mm, shown schematically in figure 1. The coils can operate in a transmit-receive mode,
where one coil (the transmit coil) is driven with a constant amplitude, sinusoidal current, and a second
(receive) coil is placed close to the driven coil acts as a detector. The receive coil can be connected to
an amplifier or can be directly connected into an oscilloscope, with suitable electrical matching. In this
way, an electromotive force (or voltage) is induced in the receive coil by the time varying magnetic
field from the driven coil and from the eddy current induced in the sample. Both the amplitude and the
relative phase of the detection coil signal can be measured. In addition, though whilst not performed
here, the change in inductance of transmit coil can be measured by monitoring the drive voltage
applied to the coil under the constant current.

Figure 1 Schematic cross sectional diagram with dimensions of one of the solenoid type, eddy
current coils used in the experiments.

Whilst using the HCS is not the only viable way of driving the eddy current coil, one of the advantages
of the HCS is that it is easy to program a constant amplitude current from a constant amplitude
voltage drive; being able to maintain a constant current regardless of coil proximity to sample can help
to make the analysis more straightforward in general, for this and for other eddy current methods. The
electronic circuit is located directly behind the coil within the sensor housing, but is sufficiently far
enough away from the sample and coils to ensure that the dominant interaction is between the coil
and sample as shown in the schematic diagram and photograph of figure 2. In future research, other
types of driving circuit will be used to drive the coils, but the HCS has provided us with a quick and
efficient route to demonstrate the improved performance in the signal to noise ratio of eddy current
scanning by eliminating long cables to the coils. A schematic diagram of the sensor arrangement and
connections to an arbitrary function generator voltage and digital oscilloscope is shown in figure 3.
Note that for an industrial prototype system, both the function generator and the oscilloscope could be
replaced by a dedicated, smaller, lower cost and compact system.
There are several commercial systems that use high frequency eddy current coils and coil arrays to
perform inspection of metal components, but all suffer to some degree from the additional noise that
can be induced into the signal being measured from the connecting cable. The approach proposed
here provides a method for generating high frequency eddy currents that avoids effects of capacitive
and inductive coupling of the cables to their surrounding environment. This is highly beneficial, as
such coupling could lead to changes in the measured signals that would not be related to changes
between the electromagnetic coupling between the coil and sample.

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of sensor head components that are contained within the sensor body
shown as the box with the dashed lines.

Figure 3 A 3D rendering of an exploded view of the assembled probe. The Howland current source
and voltage amplifier PCBs are shown at the front and the back respectively, with the solenoid coils at
the bottom.

Results
All of the following results are taken using the two solenoid eddy current coils in a transmit-receive
set-up, where a constant amplitude sinusoidal current waveform is driven through the generating coil
and a second coil in close proximity to the driven coil is used to detect magnetic fields arising from the
driven coil and the eddy current induced in the sample under test.
Some simple experiments have been performed to demonstrate the improved signal to noise
performance of this arrangement. To try to keep to keep the comparison of the advantage of locating
the eddy current electronics in the probe housing, the same coils were used in the same housing. In
the first case, the schematic arrangement of figure 2 was used, except that coaxial cables of length 1
m were used to connect the amplifier and the HCS to the sensor coils, with the amplifier and HCS
enclosed in electrically screened housings. In the second case, the eddy current sensor was used as
shown in figure 3, with the amplifier and HCS connected to the coils via short, fixed lengths (~2cm) of
twisted pair wires, all contained within the same physical housing. For each of these two
arrangements, the sensor was driven at 15 MHz using a constant amplitude sinusoidal current ( 40
mA RMS) and scanned in a line across a sample of stainless steel containing a laser micro-machined
slot of depth 0.1 mm, gape 0.1 mm and length 0.7 mm, as shown in the photograph of figure 4. The
resulting line scans from 3 repeated manual measurements are shown in figure 5 for the electronics
remote from the coils and in figure 6 for the electronics contained in the eddy current sensor.
Note that in the manual 15MHz eddy current scans of figure 5, no special precautions were taken to
keep the position of any cables fixed, and the electrical coupling of the cables to the surrounding
environment would change each time. The data is presented in this way to make a relative
quantitative comparison between the two cases easier. The defect cannot be seen with any
confidence when the electronics is remote from the sensor housing, whilst the peak in the detection
coil voltage is clear in each case with an apparent signal to noise ratio of 20 dB. Being able to reliably
detect such a small defect in a low conductivity metal using a 15 MHz eddy current sensor is a
significant achievement, made possible by a fairly straightforward approach of locating the electronics
close to the eddy current coils, in the same housing.

0.1 mm

0.7 mm

Depth = 0.1mm
FIGURE 4 Schematic diagram of high frequency eddy current sensor system. The components
within the shaded box with the dotted outline are within the eddy current sensor housing, with the
HCS connected to the coil by a short length of twisted pair wires.

Figure 5 Scans taken with the electronics distant from the solenoid coils.

Figure 6 Scans taken with the electronics local to the solenoid coils.

A 3 mm thick 316 stainless steel sample consisting of 4 laser micromachined slots was inspected
using the eddy current sensor at 15 MHz. The slots were all of the same nominal 0.5 mm depth and
10 mm length, with gapes of 100 m, 90 m, 70 m and 50 m, with each slot separated by 10 mm.
The eddy current sensor housing was attached to an XY table and was scanned across the sample
across an area of 40 mm  20 mm, such that all the machined slots were inspected. The averaged
amplitude of the signal on the detector coil was recorded at each position, taking an average of 15
cycles 64 times. The coils were orientated to the defects in two extreme orientations as shown in
figure 7, designated as "perpendicular" or "parallel".

Figure 7 Schematic diagram of two examples of eddy current coil orientation relative to the
machined slots in the 3 mm thick stainless steel sample, designated as "perpendicular" and "parallel".

The resulting scans are shown in figure 8 and 9, where the slots are labelled 1-4, corresponding to
the widest to the lowest gape. The reader should note that for clarity, the amplitude of the z-axis has
been inverted on figure 8, as when either the detector or generator coils are over the slot, the signal
on the detector decreases. On figure 9, where the coils are in the parallel orientation, there is again a
drop in signal where only either one of the coils is over the slot, but when both coils are over the slot,
the signal detected on the receive coil increases. Ignoring the smoothly changing background signal
and considering only the signal amplitudes in the local region of the defect, the average signal to
noise ratio obtained on each machined slot is 19.7dB in the perpendicular orientation and 25.4dB in
the parallel direction.
The two coils and the sample (and defect) form a coupled system, where changes to one part of the
system will influence the response of the other parts of the system. This makes the detailed response
of the system difficult to predict intuitively, but of course it can be modelled using approaches such as
finite element analysis. This is beyond the scope of this paper, where our main aim is to demonstrate
successful operation of an eddy current sensor at very high frequencies with a good signal to noise
ratio. It is also clear that there is a general background change in the scan of both figure 8 and figure
9, that we believe is due to a slight tilt in the scanning table, causing the sensor stand-off to vary
during a scan. This would be consistent with the change in direction of the slope, and could have
easily been removed by high pass filtering of the image, but it was decided to leave the data in this
raw format.

Figure 8 - Scans of slots in metal with eddy current coils in the perpendicular orientation. Note that
the z-axis is inverted to make the result clearer to see in this projection. As either the receive or
transmit coil passes over the slot the signal amplitude on the receive coil decreases. The signal to
noise ratio around the defect is 19.7 dB.

Figure 9 - Scans of slots in metal with eddy current coils in the parallel orientation. As either only the
receive or transmit coil passes over the slot the signal amplitude on the receive coil drops. When both
coils are over the slot, the signal amplitude on the receive coil increases. The signal to noise ratio
around the defect is 25.4 dB.

Given that the eddy current sensor appeared to have good signal to noise performance at high
frequencies, the sensor was then tested on a 4.3 mm thick sample of carbon fibre composite material
that contained a machined slot, cut with a diamond circular saw blade in the shape of a chord of
radius of curvature of 75 mm, length on the surface of the sample of 23 mm and a depth of 0.9 mm at

its deepest point. The sample and machined slot are shown schematically in figure 10. Carbon fibre
composite was chosen because of its low electrical conductivity, and relatively large skin depth. The
particular sample tested consisted of woven carbon fibres, laid down in a hexagonal pattern. This
time, the eddy current sensor was operated at 10 MHz, 15 MHz and 20 MHz in the parallel
configuration, scanned using an XY table across an area of 20 mm  40 mm of the sample. The
results of the eddy current C-scans are shown in figure 11.

Figure 10 – Schematic cross-section of carbon fibre composite specimen showing defect dimensions.

Figure 11 - Eddy current sensor C-scans of the carbon fibre sample at 10MHz, 15MHz and 20MHz.
The calculated signal to noise ratios are 19.4dB, 20.0dB and 24.8dB respectively.

Conclusions
By integrating suitable electronics close to an eddy-current coil, it is possible to perform
measurements with signal to noise ratios of 19.7dB or better on 316 stainless steel samples, using
current frequencies of 15 MHz and higher. This reduces issues associated with noise being
introduced to the measurement from connecting cables to the coils coupling electrically to their

surroundings. The high frequency sensor has been used to detect small surface crack like features on
a carbon fibre composite sample, where the pattern due to the fibre weave can also be seen on the
scan.
Future developments will include testing different type of eddy current circuits integrated into the
sensor housing, and operating the HCS design to higher frequencies to reduce the skindepth further,
giving increased sensitivity to shallower defects.
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